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The next chapters are deeper learning of the 1st six, as I see it.  So let’s look at the deeper learning. 
 

1.  Social events influence cognitive events.  Social isolation or social support affect our health (blood 
pressure, immune system, and general health.   So think about our students when we are in school and 
now out of school, how or what effects are you seeing of this social brain as you work with them in both 
situations?  Pgs.  95-99 

 
2. Also in chapter 7 it mentions two growing areas - home-schooling and online schooling.  How will social 

skills be affected in these areas, if it is affected at all? 
 

3. In chapter 8, he mentions a state of being and changing it.  I don’t hear that discussed often but we try to 
do it often.  What do you think of this area and discussion of states?  Pgs. 107-109 

 
4. Problem solving and thinking are processes.  There are some key thinking skills listed on page 115.  All of 

the skills require certain things.  What are they? (P116). Share any thoughts you had about this.  
 

5. “Neural Mobs”  I just like the term.  What is it? P. 122 
 

6. The 10th chapter discussed memory.  There are some practical strategies listed.  What have you found 
helpful for your particular teaching area?  P. 138 & 139 

  
7. Priming is a good strategy, why?  P. 140 

 
8. Chapter 11 - It is mentioned the book is a model for learning.  A few tidbits to prep us, then more in depth. 

He finishes with a summary or a chance to help strengthen the connection.  What is your opinion or 
comments about his idea for a classroom “routine” such as he described?  Pgs. 146-149 

 
9. Which principles of brain-based learning do you find intriguing and may be willing to try?     Pgs. 153-155 

 
10.  There are many areas covered in these last few chapters, just like the first ½.  What is something that 

caught your attention and stayed in your memory that I may not have covered? 


